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SilverStone Primera
Series SST-PM01TR-W

((titanium with red LED +
window)

$159.99
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Short Description

Primera is the Spanish word for “first” or “first class.” Cases in this series are designed for those seeking to
build PCs with rich feature set and trend-setting aesthetics. The Primera PM01 is an incredible computer case
that fuses eye-catching styling and functionality in a package rarely seen in the PC world. It utilizes high
quality, piano-like finish with oversized intake mesh panel inspired by sports car intake grill for unusually
sleek exterior.

Description

Primera is the Spanish word for “first” or “first class.” Cases in this series are designed for those seeking to
build PCs with rich feature set and trend-setting aesthetics. The Primera PM01 is an incredible computer case
that fuses eye-catching styling and functionality in a package rarely seen in the PC world. It utilizes high
quality, piano-like finish with oversized intake mesh panel inspired by sports car intake grill for unusually
sleek exterior. Paired with an elaborate lighting system consists of LED fans and built-in adjustable LED strips,
the PM01 can project the feel of a luxurious supercar on a highly customizable computer case. The roomy
interior layout supports a variety of large, high end components that are designed to be cooled efficiently and
quietly by the included three 140mm LED intake fans and an 140mm exhaust fan. True to SilverStone
tradition, the PM01 also has excellent dust protection thanks to implementation of easily removable filters
and positive pressure airflow setup. Novice users will find this case a pleasure to build with and maintain
while advanced users will find details such as support for two 360mm radiator mounting positions and water
tank mounting holes to be highly useful for building beautiful liquid cooled PCs.
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Features

￭ Includes three 140mm LED fans and built-in LED strips for stunning visual impact

￭ Oversized front panel mesh design inspired by supercar intake grill

￭ Support two 240/280/360mm radiator for AIO liquid cooler or custom water cooling

￭ Reserved water tank mounting holes for water cooling setup

￭ Removable filters with positive air pressure design for dust reduction

￭ Built-in 4-segment LED light controller to adjustable brightness and modes

￭ Super clean internal look with PSU and drive bay cover

￭ Includes 10 in 1 fan hub for fan cable management

Specifications

Model No.

SST-PM01BR-W (black with red LED + window)

SST-PM01CR-W (matte black with red LED + window)

SST-PM01TR-W (titanium with red LED + window)

SST-PM01WA-W (white with blue LED + window)

Material Plastic outer shell, steel body

Motherboard ATX (up to 12" x 10.7"), Micro-ATX

Drive bay
External

None

--

Internal 2.5" or 3.5" x 4, 2.5" x 5

Cooling system

Front 3 x 120mm / 140mm fan slot (includes 3 x 140mm LED fan)

Rear 1 x 120mm / 140mm fan slot (includes 1 x 140mm fan)

Side --

Top 3 x 120mm fan slot or 2 x 140mm fan slot

Bottom --

Internal --

http://silverstonetek.com/techtalk_cont.php?area=usa&tid=wh11_008#1
http://silverstonetek.com/techtalk_cont.php?area=usa&tid=wh11_008#2
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Radiator support

Front 120mm x 2 ; 240mm / 280mm / 360mm x 1

Rear 120mm / 140mm x 1

Top 120mm x 2 ; 240mm / 280mm / 360mm x 1**

Bottom N/A

Expansion slot 7

Front I/O port

USB 2.0 x 2
USB 3.0 x 2
Audio x 1
MIC x 1

Power supply Standard PS2(ATX)

Expansion card Support graphics card up to 16.5" (419mm) , width restriction - 6.88" (174mm)

Limitation of CPU cooler 180mm

Limitation of PSU 240mm

Net weight 9kg

Dimension 220mm (W) x 571mm (H) x 560mm (D), 70.3 Liters
8.66" (W) x 22.48" (H) x 22.05" (D), 70.3 Liters

 

Remark

* Four modes: full brightness, half brightness, breathing pattern, and off.
**For 280mm radiators and fans, total thickness may not exceed 33mm depending
on motherboard component clearance.

http://silverstonetek.com/techtalk_cont.php?area=usa&tid=10055#1
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Additional Information

Brand SilverStone Technology

SKU PM01TR-W

Weight 35.0000

Color Silver

Chassis Form Factor Mid-Tower

Side Panel Window

Material Steel

PSU Wattage No PSU

Vendor SKU/EAN 844761014414


